
CHAPTER TWELVE

Town and Country

Since the freeholding of the Mandeville and Rangiora runs had begun
in the late eighteen-fifties much of the sheep country between Oxford and
the sea had become fragmented into a latticework of fenced and tilled
fields, their farm-houses squared off behind new young wind-breaks. The
farmland around Rangiora was now considered prime grain-growing land
and a heavy fertile belt about ten miles wide, from the Ashley south past
Rangiora and Woodend to Kaiapoi Island, Eyreton and the Waimakariri,
was producing heavy yields of wheat, oats and barley. In the swamps below
Southbrook farming was still a struggle against flooding while on the native
reserve, where a small Maori village had grown up around St Stephen's
Church and the native school, Walter Buller's 1859 subdivision of the land
into family farm units had been a failure. Much of the reserve was already
being farmed by Europeans.

Woodend didn't change much after it lost the railway to Rangiora. It
still had two hotels, its stores and tradesmen, while its people also lived
by farming, flax and flourmilling. The small settlement of Waikuku was
similarly sustained by farming and milling, a flax mill and a woolscouring
works having been built on the Waikuku Creek about 1870-1 near the
main North Road bridge.

No district was showing so much improvement in the eighteen-seventies
as that between the Eyre River and the valley of the Cust. Much of this
country had been farmed at a loss for years for the want of water and
because the stiff clay soil required a lot of working before it responded
with payable crops but in the late 'seventies the fields of grain were looking
better than they had ever done and the laying of the Eyre branch railway
had helped farming pay its way.1

Like the Eyre country Oxford was still a comparatively young settlement
there having been little agricultural development since Reeves abandonded
his farm there in the early eighteen-fifties. Most of this extensive district
was still under pasturage licence for Oxford was really a product of the
Vogel years. In 1869 the thousands of acres of forest there supported only
one sawmill while its timber was uneconomic everywhere but in North
Canterbury, but by the end of the 'seventies there were eleven or twelve

1 For a good seasonal progress report on farming see Canterbury Times 9 Feb 1878
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mills at work, the twin townships of East and West Oxford were thriving
and more land was being brought under cultivation.

Between Oxford and Rangiora Cust sat a-top its terrace overlooking the
valley and the north downs, Torlesse's old Miraki run. Self-contained, with
stores, a church, a school, two hotels, a flourmill, later two, a number of
farming contractors and its own regular monthly stock sales, Cust was be-
coming a small market town in its own right.

Across the Ashley lay the Ashley district where many of the first land
purchasers had found that small rural sections were not viable agricultural
units in this country and so it was reverting to sheep and dairying. Only
one township, Raithby, had been marked out but nevertheless the Ashley
settlers had their hopes and aspirations. One was a railway from Ashley
Bank to Oxford by way of the Ashley gorge while thought was being given
to a line of road from Loburn to the upper Waipara across the Okuku
Pass. This road would become the main inland road from the Hurunui
through to Rangiora and was part of a scheme to link the Ashley district
with coastal, inland and northern Canterbury. To achieve this the Ashley
Road Board first had to breach the isolation imposed by the river and
so the immediate problem wasn't so much roads as bridges. The railway
deviation through Rangiora was far from being 'the Ashley district's last
great fight' as was believed at the time. There were more fights to come.
The Government completed a bridge over the Ashley at the gorge in 1878
but it stood unused for a long time because no agreement could be reached
as to who was responsible for its approaches. At the Rangiora end the
Ashley Road Board eventually bridged the river alone after the Rangiora
district local bodies refused to co-operate, a course which was to lead it
into a series of disputes with Rangiora which lasted until 1912.

The railway also brought changes to the Kowai district where farms
varied from the very good on the flats to the very poor on the downs
above. After a lengthy delay while the Ashley was being bridged trains
reached Ashley Bank on 19 April 1875, Balcairn on 3 November and Am-
berley on 9 February 1876. When the first train to Balcairn passed through
Sefton this township, another private speculation, was still being laid out
on a patch of tussock land at the foot of the downs but above the old
township reserve. Balcairn consisted of a store and a row of immigrant's
cottages. On the day of the Amberley opening buildings could be seen
rising out of the fields between the station and the main road but for
the older settlements of Leithfield and Saltwater Creek the railway brought
stagnation. In time their tradesmen and businessmen moved to the railway
townships.2

By the end of 1878 Sefton was a rising township with a hotel, a bank

2 For the story of these old settlements of Leithfield and Saltwater Creek see Beyond The
Waimakariri D. N. Hawkins, pp 63-78.
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and a town hall planned while William Vaughan had promoted the con-
struction of a saleyards where William Buss of Rangiora was holding reg-
ular stock sales. Amberley, though, had risen from the north Kowai flat
quite quickly and a building boom there had produced an enlarged Crown
Hotel, the new Railway Hotel, a grain store, a boarding house and a num-
ber of tradesmen's shops and cottages and there were plans for a bank
and a Magistrate's Court. William Vaughan's efforts to make Sefton the
market centre of the Kowai district was frustrated by Amberley's swift
rise and the continuation of the railway north to the Weka Pass. These
works were begun in April 1879 by the Wellington contractor, Peter
McGrath, whose two hundred workers were a great boon to the young
businesses of Amberley. For a year or two these new towns were keen
rivals for the premier place in the affairs of the Kowai Road District but
the Kowai Road Board chose Balcairn for its headquarters instead.

Amberley became a market town like Rangiora and, as farming ex-
panded and prospered during the eighteen-seventies, most of the new town-
ships held stock and produce sales. Some, like Sefton and Amberley, built
permanent yards, others used hotel stockyards or livery stables. William
Buss was to be seen at Cust, Sefton, Amberley and at the Junction Hotel
yards, Ohoka, but Oxford had its own market as did Kaiapoi, Joseph Bes-
wick holding weekly sales at Monk's Hotel. In relation to the overall settle-
ment pattern within the Kaiapoi-Oxford-Amberley triangle however, there
was no place more centrally situationed than Rangiora and during the
eighteen-seventies William Buss's yards became firmly established as the
foremost stock and produce market in North Canterbury. Stock and grain
agencies appeared, commission agents began to hang out their signs and
the Northern Agricultural and Pastoral Association, re-forming after a
period in recess, made the town its headquarters.

The Northern Agricultural and Pastoral Association, it will be remem-
bered, had been a victim of the depressed years of the late 'sixties. Formed
in 1866 the Association had held only four shows and the last of these,
at Kaiapoi in 1869, would not have taken place but for J. E. Brown's
canvassing of the Kaiapoi-Eyre districts for entries. The 1870 show was
abandoned.

This failure had not been entirely due to economic circumstances. It
had been agreed that the annual shows should alternate between Rangiora,
Kaiapoi and a township north of the Ashley but when the show scheduled
for Leithfield failed to gain the support of the Association's committee
the Ashley-Kowai farmers withdrew their support and boycotted all the
Association's activities.. As conditions improved Brown took it upon himself
again to revive the Association and it was he who called and chaired the
public meeting at Middleton's hotel, Kaiapoi, on 2 June 1874, which set
it back on an active course again. . •/•!..;••

This meeting was a sounding out of farmer opinion as to the style and
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location of any future shows, fairs or exhibitions and once it had been
agreed to re-form the Association under the rules of 1866 there was a
considerable division of opinion as to where its headquarters should be.
There were a number of objections to Rangiora. It was argued that few
subscriptions or entries had ever been received from that town, that the
ploughing matches which had first been held there in 1865 had recently
faltered through indifferent support and that Rangiora could never put
on a show by itself. Kaiapoi had a better record in all respects. Those
who favoured Rangiora suggested that, if the proposed annual general
meeting was held there on a market day then many more farmers might
attend. Kaiapoi or Rangiora? The voting produced a tie and Brown gave
his casting vote to Rangiora.3

The annual meeting was held in early July, attracting an attendance
of thirty to forty, and it saw the division between the supporters of the
two towns continuing. Marmaduke Dixon of Eyrewell and Joseph Keetly
of Kaiapoi maintained that Kaiapoi would put on the more successful show
but it was decided, on the motion of a Kaiapoi gentleman, to hold a show
at Rangiora because of its central location. Rangiora's case had been im-
proved by the knowledge that the Provincial Government was about to
hand it a ten-acre recreation reserve just beyond the railway station and
the Association hoped to obtain the use of it. Two or three meetings fol-
lowed in quick succession, their general tenor being fairly pessimistic.
About 130 prospective members were enrolled but their donations
amounted to so small a sum that John Macfarlane for one believed that
there was little purpose in reviving the Association on such a small income.
Robert Chapman of Springbank predicted that the Association would fail
because there was little stock in the north worth exhibiting and the feud
with some of the Kaiapoi members continued.4

But the members showed wisdom in the officers they chose in July 1874.
John Macfarlane, the chairman, was highly regarded throughout the north
while the secretary, William Buss, was well known to large numbers of
local farmers through his agencies and stock sales in Rangiora. Buss was
also among the most optimistic and he soon had a strong committee at
work preparing for the first show (the Association's fifth) which had been
set down for November 1874.

The 1874 show was held in Frank Rickman's paddock on the Ashley
Road, about ten minutes walk from the railway station. The committee
waited nervously, wondering whether the farmers across the Ashley would
continue their boycott or whether the Kaiapoi district might begin one

3 John Evans Brown farmed at Swannanoa and was Rangiora's representative on the Provincial
Council (1866-72, 1875-6). He also represented Ashley in Parliament (1871-9). An American,
Brown probably did more for Rangiora than any other early politician.

4 Weekly Press 6 Jun. 11 Jul, 1 Aug, 7 Nov 1874. .
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Henry Blackett's store. Rangiora Early Record Society

George Frederick Smith's drapery store, Argyle House. Rangiora Early Record Society



The three banks and neighbouring buildings, all erected between 1880 and 1885, gave High
Street its first touch of elegance. Rangiora Early Record Society

Harry Hawkins's Progress Store, built in 1910-11 where Henry Blackett's store stood and
the first of a new solid style of shop. Rangiora Early Record Society

The first Borough Council Chambers built in 1880. The Fire Brigade is preparing for a pro-
cession. Rangiora Early Record Society

The interior of the first Council Chambers. Rangiora Early Record Society



The second Borough Council Chambers in Percival Street first used in 1907 and as seen
in 1919. Rangiora Early Record Society

The Rangiora Borough Council's new chambers and offices opened in 1981.



and also knowing that the district's foremost breeders, Robert Chapman,
Philip Threlkeld and John Macfarlane would be reserving their best ani-
mals for the Christchurch show. The day dawned gloriously fine and the
main street was swathed in decorations, greenery and bunting. About two
hundred people hitched a free ride down from Cust on a supply train
which was servicing the railway construction works there. The entries, two
hundred and sixty-seven, were considered satisfactory but the quality of
the stock exhibited was disappointing. The judges rated the long-woolled
sheep excellent, but the merinos were really bad, the cattle only passable,
the horses fair and the bulls not a credit to the district. The only sour
note was the failure of the Rangiora shopkeepers to meet a request to
close for the occasion and though the day was only a modest success the
committee was encouraged to plan for another show in 1875.

A month before the 1875 show the Association staged its first horse fair,
or horse parade, on Bassingthwaite's paddock at the Red Lion Hotel. Its
object was to show farmers the quality of stud stock which was now in
the district for breeding. Only twenty horses were turned out — four
thoroughbreds, fifteen draughts and one pony — but it drew a big crowd
and became an annual fixture in the form of fairs to which farmers could
bring their horses and where buyers and sellers bid and bargained openly
for their working animals and roadsters.

The Association's next show, in October 1875, drew about 386 entries
even though a flooded Ashley prevented many exhibitors from getting their
stock across. Two bands played and special trains brought a larger number
of visitors than the previous year. The 1876 show was also held on the
Ashley Road, not on the new recreation ground as had been anticipated.
Herr Bunz's band and a stringed band with a harmonium for dancing
were in attendance and the crowd was estimated to be about two thousand.
The fourth of the new committee's shows in 1877 was affected by an old
enemy, a nor'wester, which threatened to scatter the tents but it was the
best held so far with a greater number of exhibits and an improvement
in quality. Rangiora still dressed up its shop fronts while the Road Board
fresh-shingled the Ashley Road so thickly that cart traffic was unable to
use it, making its own tracks along the road-side instead. It was after the
1877 show that the old custom of holding farmers' dinners on the evening
of show-day was replaced by a ball in the Institute Hall. The 1878 show
was memorable for Philip Threlkeld's prize bull's classic charge through
a display of pottery.

By 1879 the Association was beginning to run into rugged times again.
There were undercurrents of dissatisfaction as well as signs of another econ-
omic squeeze. All the country townships closed their doors on show day
but the Rangiora shopkeepers again stayed open. The Ashley Road re-
mained in a very bad condition and the Road Board was warned that
if it was not improved then the shows would be held elsewhere. The possi-
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bility of Buss and Macfarlane retiring at this time, when the Association
seemed to be failing again, put the committee into a panic. Buss was needed
for his experience and district-wide contacts with farmers while Mac-
farlane's stature was so high in North Canterbury that his support and
good name were essential to the future well-being of the Association. The
district was running into difficult times again but the Association survived.

The Northern Agricultural and Pastoral Association was fairly slow to
broaden the scope of its activities beyond the holding of shows but in
time it sponsored ram fairs, wool sales and demonstrations of new agricul-
tural machinery in Rangiora. It did not, however, pursue the proposal of
some of its members that it should sponsor monthly fairs there. Sale by
auction at a company's yards became the practice and the Rangiora agen-
cies eventually collared much of the business in North Canterbury, includ-
ing the Association's horse fairs.

William Buss seems to have cornered the stock and produce business
pretty much for himself after he had bought out the Rickmans in 1867
and after Percival's fairs had failed but with business booming in the
eighteen-seventies there were others quite ready to move in on him. The
first was a man named Huddleston from Heathcote, a surveyor and land
agent who set up an auctioneering business in new yards near Buss in
1877. Within a year Huddleston had sold out to H. Matson and Company
and then, to everybody's surprise, Buss sold his entire business to the Mat-
sons in February 1878. This deal was negotiated by John Matson, a son
of Henry Matson who had founded the stock, grain and produce firm in
Christchurch with Charles Torlesse in 1862, but the Rangiora business was
left entirely to the management of Buss and became known as Matson,
Buss and Company.

At the beginning of 1879 another firm opened up right next door to
Matson Buss and Company. This new agency was the partnership of
Frederick Busch and Albert Poole Tutton who bought the land which had
once been used by the Rickmans on the corner of Alfred Street and built
a sale-room and new stockyards on it. Busch, a German, had come down
from Nelson and had bought the Hanmer land and old accommodation
house on the Woodend Road. Tutton was a recent immigrant from Bid-
disham, Somerset, and had arrived on the Border Chief only in 1876. Busch
and Tutton survived and although Busch later dropped out Tutton main-
tained offices and regular sales of produce and livestock in Victoria Street
and grain stores in Ashley and Edward Streets. There were also a number
of lesser-known agencies. Aquila Ivory ran a grain and estate agency, C.
G. and C. J. Chapman were commission agents as well as architects, John
Anderson ran a grain and seed business in High Street while William Burt
had a large grainstore on the Ashley Road at the railway crossing. Frank
Rickman dealt in land and livestock until the late eighteen-seventies when
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he sold his extensive property between the town and the river and moved
south to Southbridge, then Waimate.

The expansion of agriculture, the decision of the Northern Agricultural
and Pastoral Association to base its headquarters there, the saleyards, the
agencies and the railway, all played a part in securing for Rangiora, during
the eighteen-seventies, a certain future as the major market centre for North
Canterbury. But the growth of farming during the decade also released
a great quantity of livestock, wool, hides, milk, grains and flax from land-
clearing operations for processing, and created a demand for materials.
Millwrights had been steadily at work since the eighteen-fifties and a num-
ber of water and steam-driven mills had been built across the Mandeville
district. Rangiora was well-placed in this respect and throughout the
eighteen-sixties and eighteen-seventies the town also became a centre of
rural industry.

THE GROWTH OF RURAL INDUSTRY

Chosen as one of the first areas for agricultural settlement the Mandeville
and Rangiora District also offered its immigrants a number of other qualit-
ies not to be found everywhere in Canterbury. Not the least of these were
the small streams which drained its wet coastal lowlands and which con-
tained a potential for driving wheel-powered mills, for washing flax and
wool and for supplying water for steam-driven machinery. Narrow, shallow
and slow-moving, these streams had created dam sites where they had
carved their way down a little through old river banks and there were
bends meanders and bows which could be easily cut for mill races. These
possibilities were apparent at several points and shrewd land purchasers
'spotted' them at a very early date.

There were four main stream systems between the Waimakariri and the
Ashley, three of them rising in springs and swamps around Rangiora. The
largest was the Cam, the Maori Korotuaheka, which had its source to the
north-east of Rangiora, flowed through Brooklands, and then down to the
north branch of the Waimakariri above Kaiapoi. As it passed to the east
of Rangiora Bush the Cam was joined, at Rivermarsh, by the three Rangi-.
ora brooks, Northbrook, Southbrook and the small un-named middle brook
between them and the only one to flow through the old forest. Near the
source of the Cam were more springs which fed the Taranaki Creek. The
Taranaki, known originally as the Burntwood Stream, flowed along the
crest of a low watershed and across Judge Gresson's property, Waiora,
taking the name Waiora until it lost its way in the swamps and lagoons
behind Woodend. A third, shorter, stream, the Waikuku, began near Cold-
stream and curved its way back to the Ashley above its estuary while a
fourth, the Ohoka, meandered out of swamps to the west of Ohoka Bush
and on to the north branch above its confluence with the Cam. The Cust
was useful only in its middle reaches, at Cust, while the Eyre was useless.
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The whole stream system became an important source of power and water
and brought industry to Rangiora.

The first stream to be harnessed was the Ohoka. In August 1854 C.
O. Torlesse completed the purchase of land within a distinct loop of the
lower Ohoka (R.S. 374), an ideal mill site, and later he took levels for
a mill race across the neck of the loop. The section was then sold to Richard
Woodford who had built a mill on the Avon in Christchurch, by the Carlton
Mill bridge. Woodford built a mill on the lower side of the Ohoka loop
and its wheel was powered by water from the race. It began milling early
in 1857 and was variously known as the Kaiapoi, Drain Road or Ohoka
Flourmill.5

Among those who worked with Woodford on his mill was another miller,
named Edward Steggall. Steggall had arrived on the Isabella Hercus early
in 1856 with his young son, having lost his wife during the passage out.
As Woodford's mill was being made ready Hamilton Ward advertised a
mill site for sale a mile from Rangiora Bush on his land on the Cam.
Ward sold this land to Edward Steggall and William Bell. Bell helped
Steggall build a mill at the bend in the road to Woodend about a mile
from the new Lion Hotel and where the Cam could be dammed. SteggalPs
Cam flourmill was a small two-storied structure containing two pairs of
French stones with a capacity of fifteen to twenty tons of flour a week
and it began grinding in 1859.6

The Cam Mill was followed by two flourmills on the lower or Waiora
course of the Taranaki Stream. The first, the Ravenswood Mill, was built
by William Stonyer for the Reverend Raven and the earliest evidence of
it dates about 1861. Raven had built his home on a small stream near
the remains of an old wood but there wasn't enough water there to drive
a mill until the Taranaki was diverted north into Raven's small creek,
the water rights providing for a satisfactory flow remaining in the old
course. Raven leased the mill to Henry de Bourbel and W. A. Willes in
1861, then to William Stonyer and Bennett Clark and to Aaron Bramley
in 1866. A second mill, the Mandeville Mill, was built on the Waiora diver-
sion above the Ravenswood Mill for Thomas Steadman and began milling
about 1 March 1864. But Steadman went bankrupt and the merchants
Peacock and Company ran it until Jones, Jenkin's partner in the Kaiapoi
flaxmill, acquired it in 1869, enlarged the buildings and added flax milling
plant to it.7

The Mandeville Mill was a contemporary of the Southbrook Mill which
was advertising its opening about the same date, that is, 1 March 1864.
Edward Steggall had been trying to sell his Cam Mill and a bad drought

5Torlesse Journal, 6 Sep 1854; 17 Aug 1855. Lyttelton Times 31 Jan, 13 Apr 1857.
6Ibid 10 Jan 1857; 16 Oct 1861.
7lbid 28 Dec 1861; 3 Apr 1862; Press 26 Mar 1864
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The Mill Streams of the Mandeville and Rangiora District. These streams provided the water
which powered a number of mills into the eighteen-seventies and which made Rangiora a
centre of rural industry.
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during the summer of 1862-3 exposed the precariousness of his water sup-
ply in the short length of the Cam above his wheel. A builder named
John Marshall had built a licensed house on his land on the Southbrook
Stream in 1863 and Steggall bought a strip of the stream bank from him
for the site of a new mill. The building stood behind the Masonic Hotel,
as Marshall's house became known, and contained the only oatmeal kiln
in the district. Gristing charges were a shilling a bushell for oats and wheat
and sixpence for pig-food. Towards the end of 1864 Steggall also acquired
the hotel and, perhaps as part of a financial arrangement, Marshall took
over the mill on the Cam.8

Steggall was probably assisted, perhaps even partnered, by two millers
named John Grimwood and Arthur Cole who were at the Southbrook in
1863. The situation is not clear but it appears that, when SteggalPs mill
was finished, work was begun on another flourmill for Grimwood a short
distance up-stream and on land that Grimwood bought on 25 May 1864.
Steggall's mill became known as the Southbrook Mill while this second
mill was called the Rangiora Mill and Grimwood ran it until 1875. Arthur
Cole was one of two or three of a large family of Coles who were millers
and who had emigrated, like the Grimwoods and Bramleys, from Suffolk.
Apart from Stonyer, who came from Staffordshire, there were quite a num-
ber of millers, millwrights and farm labourers experienced in milling from
Essex and Suffolk among the Mandeville settlers and some of them com-
bined their skills and knowledge as they did at Southbrook to get the mills
going. Altogether eleven flourmills were built north of the Waimakariri
up to the end of 1872, ten of them within a dozen miles of Rangiora.

One was a windmill. In the early eighteen-sixties John Leith was attempt-
ing to make a market centre of his township, Leithfield, but because the
Kowai was often dry and there were no suitable mill streams in the locality
Leith bought the mill the Woods brothers had built in Windmill Road
Christchurch, had it dismantled, and got James Ashworth to cart it bodily
up to Leithfield. It was erected on an artificial mound to catch the wind
and dominated the sky-line there for many years. Another mill was built
down at the south end of Kaiapoi Island by Donald Coutts, who dug a
race to bring water from the north branch into the small creek on which
the mill stood. It was a dangerous thing to do. The mid-sixties saw a con-
tinuing series of bad floods in the Waimakariri and as more water found
the race and widened it the site became untennable. The mill was either
dismantled or destroyed. Yet another water-driven mill was erected at Cust,
by D. F. McVicar, in 1866.

In the meantime Richard Woodford had got into financial difficulty with
his mill on the lower Ohoka and it was taken over by William Stonyer
and Bennett Clark. Henry de Bourbel also had an interest in it later on.

8 Press 10 Feb 1864. See also Southbrook
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Woodford moved into Kaiapoi where, in Charles Street, he opened the
first steam flourmill in the district, in 1867. This mill was a failure, however,
and after a year or so it was bought by John Sims who converted it into
a flaxmill. The last of the early flourmills was also to become known as
the Kaiapoi Flourmill but it was actually situated on the Ohoka, just above
the loop which first attracted Torlesse and Woodford to that stream. It
was built for another prominent Kaiapoi businessman, Isaac Wilson, who
had been running a coach line out of Kaiapoi during the eighteen-sixties.
Put out of business by the railway in 1872 Wilson, like Burt and Sansom
at Rangiora, had to turn to something else and he probably converted
his flaxmill to catch the harvest early in 1872.9 A railway siding was run
into the mill and the locality once took the name Wilson's Siding. This
brought the number of early mills to eleven but two, Woodford's steam
mill and Coutts's mill, had ceased operation while at least two more had
been adapted to mill flax by day and flour by night.

An abundance of flax was another of the Mandeville and Rangiora Dis-
trict's more prominent assets. It grew in thick groves and scattered patches
around Woodend, across the swamps between Rangiora and Kaiapoi and
along the streams and the southern part of the Rangiora settlement was
lightly covered. But these extensive acres of Mandeville flax were a resource
which the settlers had difficulty exploiting. The small market and the prob-
lems of manufacture, the removing of the gum and vegetable residue and
the limitations of the fibre, all combined to prevent the full utilisation
of the plant and much of it, particularly at Rangiora, was burnt off.

The first flaxmill was a short-lived venture by C. R. Blakiston and
Charles Young at Kaiapoi in 1855. The local Maori still processed flax
as a craft and one of their elders, Pita te Hori, won the class for hand-
dressed flax at the first Northern Agricultural and Pastoral Association's
show at Rangiora in 1866. The following year, two brothers named James
and Egerton Ninnis had a mill producing fibre at the junction of the Cam
and the north branch of the Waimakariri but it came into the hands of
two men named Jenkins and Jones who closed it down. There were a few
men like the Ninnises, Jenkins and Jones, who, with no particular experi-
ence of flax, kept the industry going in a small experimental and probably
unprofitable way hoping for some break-through which would bring flax
into demand, attract capital and win the usual monetary prize the Provin-
cial Government offered for successful developments. That break-through
seems to have occurred in 1869 when a rash of flaxmills sprang up across
the Mandeville and Rangiora area wherever a stream flowed near stands
of flax. Good prices for fibre were reported from overseas and a flax boom
occurred during the years 1869-72, over-stimulated by the depression of
late eighteen-sixties which drove many men who had been ruined or unsuc-

9Lyttelton Times 17 Jan 1872
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cessful into the flax industry in the hope that it would help them restore
their fortunes.

Jenkins and Jones immediately re-opened their plant at the confluence
of the Cam with the north branch and soon had seven strippers, four
scutchers and a rope walk in operation. The fibre was washed from pon-
toons on the river. John Sims converted Woodford's steam flourmill at
Kaiapoi into a flax mill while Jones acquired the Mandeville Mill and
added flaxmilling plant to it. de Bourbell apparently made the same con-
version to Woodford's original mill on the Ohoka, the processing of flax,
which required more men, being carried out during the day and flour mill-
ing at night, de Bourbel washed his fibre in the waterfall of the mill wheel.
Another mill, named, confusingly, the Ohoka Mill, was started up on the
Ohoka in 1869 by William Eckersley, a Kaiapoi accountant and com-
mission agent, Isaac Wilson built another above the loop in 1870 and
William Stonyer began the cultivation of flax with a trial planting of ten
to twelve acres of flax roots in the same vicinity.1

Further up the main North Road a mile or two past the Mandeville
Mill a group called Thompson and Company built a flaxmill on the
Waikuku. This stream had cut through an old terrace of the Ashley near
the road and the site, always a promising one, was also 'spotted' by Hamil-
ton Ward. A mill race was constructed and it was finished with its water-
wheel, mill building, flax store and mill house in 1870. The Waikuku
flaxmill was the last of all the Mandeville mills to strip green flax and
its survival was partly due to its economical use of centrifugal force to
clean the fibre. Across the Ashley another flaxmill was built at Saltwater
Creek by the Pavitt brothers who named it the Sefton Flaxmill and between
the Creek and Leithfield there were two steam mills with water-washing
machines and dry scutchers owned by F. H. M. Walker and W. A. Benn.

Further west there were mills at Rangiora, Southbrook, Cust and Oxford.
A man named R. Marshall began milling flax at Cust in 1869 and at
Oxford where, under the prevailing conditions timber milling was not
proving economical, a number of sawyers combined to set up small strip-
ping mills, about seven of them, round the perimeter of Harewood Forest.
A flaxmill on Kaiapoi Island was destroyed by the Waimakariri in 1871,
another, managed by Dilnot Sladden, was destroyed by the Ashley at the
gorge and Stewart's mill, which was located in a shallow gully on the south
bank of the Waimakariri, was destroyed when the river took the south
end of the railway bridge, and the gully, in the flood of 1878.

The flax boom of 1869 led to the construction of three mills on the
streams at Rangiora. One was begun by a man named George Morton
who hoped to produce wool-bales, corn-sacks and rope. Its site is unknown
but it was probably on the Northbrook Stream. A second flaxmill was

xLyttelton Times 22 Feb 1869, 23 Mar 1870; Weekly Press 15 Feb 1873
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built by John and Joseph Thompson, the Southbrook storekeepers, on this
stream down towards Rivermarsh. It stood on a bend and on land the
Thompsons bought from John Josling, who had one of Rangiora's three
early nursery gardens between the stream and Northbrook Road. Unable
to purchase the entire bend of the stream the brothers nevertheless cut
a short race to power the mill and had it going by the end of 1869. James
Seed, their ropemaker, was probably in partnership with them and the
mill was leased to Alexander Protheroe, burnt out and rebuilt. It became
known as the Northbrook Flaxmill.2 The third flaxmill near Rangiora was
built on the Cam by G. J. Leech and his neighbour George Booth. Com-
pleted in 1870 Leech's mill stood about a quarter of a mile below the
flourmill and it milled extensive stands of flax in the Brooklands-Camside
area. In the eighteen-seventies the mill was leased to other flaxmillers,
notably, Charles Chinnery.

The local market comprised mostly rope and rough cordage which the
Canterbury Flax Association, founded about 1870, tried to improve by
experiment. Much of the fibre was exported to England where it was pro-
moted by an agent named Thorn. Attempts were made to produce sacking,
'cottonised' flax, a canvass, linen-type sheeting, fishing nets and fishing
lines while it was reported that a good yarn had been spun from Canterbury
flax in Normandy, France. But trials at different Mandeville and Rangiora
mills couldn't overcome the lumpiness of the wool-packs and sacks that
were made from local fibre or its brittleness and tendency to curl when
dry and before long even New Zealand buyers were preferring Manilla
hemp which was more pliable and more consistent in quality. The bubble
burst and the smaller mills on the Ohoka, at Kaiapoi, Saltwater Creek,
Leithfield and Oxford closed down. The Pavitts were reported to have
lost three thousand pounds in a year and John Sims two thousand. There
were heavy losses at Oxford and bankruptcies elsewhere. But while the
speculators crashed the resilient and the experienced around Rangiora
hung on, supported by the local market for rope and cordage, until the
advent of the reaper and binder in the years 1878-9 created a demand
for binder twine. Notable among these survivors were James Seed and
Charles Chinnery.

Chinnery, a Norfolk farm labourer, had arrived with his wife and twin
daughters on the Mermaid in 1862 and was to become one of very few
men to survive successfully in the flax industry into old age. When the
1869 flax boom arrived he was working two strippers with a portable engine
at Halswell but in 1872 he was at Leech's mill on the Cam. An inventive
man Chinnery applied his natural skill with machinery to the problems
of flaxmilling, of stripping, scutching and washing and towards the end
of his life he was said to be working on a machine which combined all

2Deeds Register 61D136, 42D140, Lands and Survey Department Christchurch.
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these processes. He got his start by hoarding fibre when prices were low
and selling on the rise, one hundred tons of it, and then the growing de-
mand for a dressed twine after 1880 opened up a large new market for
him. He based his business on the Mandeville Mill which he purchased
about 1882, but he also had strippers at Rangiora and Southbrook and
interests in many other Canterbury flaxmills in later years. He built a large
two-storey home on the stream near the Mandeville Mill for his large fam-
ily of twelve children, on Chinnery's Road.

James Seed was a rope-maker in partnership with the Thompson brothers
and Protheroe, the Southbrook flaxmillers. While Chinnery pioneered inno-
vations through the stages from raw flax to dressed fibre Seed perfected
a twine suitable for the reaper and binder and he eventually had his own
steam flaxmill which was built at Southbrook in 1882. In spite of the ups
and downs which afflicted the flax industry Rangiora remained at its centre
until another boom and bust spasm crippled it in the years 1889-91.

By the eighteen-seventies, then, several mills were well-established on
the streams around Rangiora and new faces were appearing among the
millers. John Grimwood's Rangiora Mill was taken over about 1875-45 by
Harry Archer, probably under lease, and Grimwood moved to Oxford
where he built another flourmill. Harry Archer had been brought up at
Belchamp Walter, Essex, where his family farmed and he had landed from
the Mermaid in 1865. After trying his luck, with some success, on the
Westland goldfields he returned to Canterbury, stopping, on his way, in
the Malvern District, helping to build a flourmill at Russell's Flat and
marrying a daughter of George Willis, the first licensee of the Sheffield
and Springfield hotels. When he took over Grimwood's mill Harry Archer
was joined by his brother Nathaniel Barnard Archer. The mill was pur-
chased from Grimwood in 1881 but the two brothers worked it only until
1883 when it was sold to John Willis, probably Harry Archer's brother-in-
law. Harry then took up the licence of the Club Hotel in Ashley Street
while Nathaniel became the miller at the Ravenswood Mill.

The Grimwood-Archer mill was a four-storey wooden building with two
pairs of gristing stones and was driven by a side-race from the Southbrook.
Steggall's mill, on the other hand, straddled a race which was dug along
the north bank. In the big flood of February 1868 water from Fernside
and the Ashley came down the stream and carried the wooden bridge
by the Masonic Hotel along the race and into the mill. The cob oat kiln
was washed away and the mill building was filled with mud and rubbish
and severely damaged. Steggall re-built and enlarged the mill, also widen-
ing and deepening the race so that he could drive three pairs of stones
instead of the original two. But the lower flows in the Southbrook during
the summer were sufficient only to drive one pair of stones and at other
times rarely more than two. Steggall ran a railway siding into the mill
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and then, about 1876-7, sold out to William Moir who had a flourmill
on the Styx, north of Christchurch.3

Like Steggall, Moir was unable to do much about the water supply to
his race for a higher dam would only throw dead water back into Archer's
under-shot wheel above him and affect his water rights. Moir's solution
was a more efficient wheel which he imported from the United States of
America at a cost of seventy pounds. The old wheel's cumbrous cogs and
pinions which drove the shilling stone and oatmeal stone were removed
and the 'American turbine water wheel', the first of its kind in Canterbury,
was installed. It was a thirty-inch wheel, could revolve at 130 revolutions
a minute and, making full use of the nine-and-a-half-foot head, could raise
twelve horsepower, enough, it was hoped, to drive four pairs of stones.
This was the expectation but the quality of the flow in the Southbrook
always remained the important factor and determined the rate of pro-
duction.4

Though smaller than the Southbrook and not suited to flourmilling the
Northbrook Stream provided sites for the two flaxmills, Manning's brewery
and Thorn's fellmongery and tannery. The Rangiora fellmongery was one
of several which sprang up in the late eighteen-sixties to process animal
by-products which, in those pre-refrigeration days, were a wasting resource.
There were two fellmongeries at Kaiapoi by 1870 and in that year Joseph
Bailey opened the Waikuku wool-scouring works on the Waikuku Stream
a short distance below the flaxmill. Bailey's tenure of his works was short
for by 1872 they were in the hands of a prominent wool-classer named
Nettleton and Thomas McDonald.5 William Eckersley of Kaiapoi intro-
duced a new industry to the district in 1872 when he converted his burnt-
out flaxmill on the Ohoka into a boiling-down works. Situated, probably,
near the loop and its two flourmills Eckersley's works processed about two
hundred sheep daily and had grazing land and drying paddocks for the
pelts and wool. The sheep were slaughtered and skinned and the carcases
steamed to drain of the tallow. The wool was washed and sent to England,
the pelts were dried and salted and the trotters were boiled down for oil.
Mutton hams and tongues were cured in tallow for export while the offal
was distributed around neighbouring fields as manure. It was a brave ex-
periment but did not, evidently, succeed. After only a short life the works
closed leaving Thorn's fellmongery and tannery as the major industry in
this field during the eighteen-seventies.6

The Rangiora Tannery began as the Northbrook Woolwash which was
started in 1866 by a fellmonger named Frederick Thorn and a Heathcote

3Press 14 Feb 1868; Lyttelton Times 11 Mar 1872
^Canterbury Times 12 Apr 1879
5Lyttelton Times 7 Nov 1870; 22 Feb 1872
^Canterbury Times 15 Mar 1873
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tanner named James McHarg. McHarg withdrew but Thorn dammed the
stream and built the business up into a factory employing about twenty-five
men. In its early years the fellmongery and wool-washing were very simple
operations which put through only three bales of wool a day. The wool
was hand-washed in hot water with plenty of soap and then rinsed in
a large cage made of perforated zinc suspended in the Northbrook Stream.
When drained off and dried the wool lost fifty per cent of its weight in
dirt and grease. Thorn enlarged his premises and began tanning about
1875. The fellmongery removed the wool, scoured and cleaned it and bailed
it for export. The scourer and boiler were fed by a water-wheel and chain
pump and the wool was dried on sheets spread over a two-acre drying
ground which was linked to the fellmongery by a tramway. The tannery
shed was built over twenty-one tanning pits which had a capacity of 1400
sides of leather. The curriers worked upstairs and there was a concrete
beam shed. The bark mill processed wattle bark when it was obtainable
and beech bark from the Oxford sawmills and it stood on the stream a
short distance from the tannery, powered by its own water-wheel. The
industry prospered, particularly after the opening of the main south trunk
railway in 1878 when several large consignments of Rangiora leather were
dispatched to Dunedin, and for a short period Thorn's basils were in keen
demand throughout the South Island.7

A few yards below the tannery and where the eastern boundary road
of the township reached the Northbrook Stream was a brewery. Brewing
was an industry with a fairly assured market and every settlement had
one. It was also popular as a cottage industry to bring in extra income.
Frank Rickman brewed beer at Kaiapoi and on his farm, Ricton, and so
did James Miles and Edward Good. Good first hawked his bottled ale
round from door to door in a basket but when he moved into his store
on the west side of the Junction Hotel he brewed on a larger scale in
a shed at the rear. Smith Howard and his son George brewed their first
beer at their home, a cob house, down near the bush but then, in the
early eighteen-sixties they built a brewery and malt house of sun-dried
bricks on the Woodend Road just beyond Good's cottage. The bricks were
made on the site and the excavation became the brewery cellar. The main
building was placed over a spring which not only provided a supply of
fresh water but helped keep the building cool. The kiln malted a hundred
bushels and the brewing was done in seven copper hogsheads. Howard's
brewery also provided the town with yeast for bread-making and on most
mornings people were to be seen queued up at the doors at day-break
waiting for their supply. George Howard ran the business until 1871 when
poor health forced him to put it up for sale, but it could not have sold
for it was again on the market in 1876, just before Howard's death. In

7Ibid 14 Sep 1875, 8 Mar 1879. The tannery spread from Lillybrook to the railway line.
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the meantime it was probably leased by John Manning, a Kaiapoi brewer,
and a hotelier named Craythorne who, after Howard died, established a
new and bigger brewery on the Northbrook Stream. This second brewery
came to be called the Burton Brewery and it continued to make and sell
beer until the nineteen-thirties.

The last of the industrial ventures of the eighteen-seventies was a brick
kiln which had a greater need for suitable clay than the water in the
southern streams and so became established just off the Fernside Road
about a mile west of the township. There were several brickmakers and
bricklayers in business in a small way in Rangiora about 1870 — Alfred
Morey, George Rowley, Henry Mouldey, M. Rowe, John and Richard
Evans and Thomas Hills, the last-named a brickmaker from Ipswich, who
had worked on a number of early cob and sod homes. These men had
worked in changing partnerships while Hills had had no success with a
small kiln in King Street south because of the unsuitability of the clay
there. Rowley and Hills were in partnership until 1872 when Rowley set
up a brick-maker's yard near the railway station. Rowe also made bricks
and drain-pipes in that locality — on the corner of Wales and Edward
Streets.

By this time Hills had built a kiln at the end of Brick Kiln Road and
when Rowley left was producing fifteen thousand bricks a burn. It wasn't
enough. The steep increase in immigration and, consequently, in the local
population, created a demand for building materials throughout the 'seven-
ties and Hills was encouraged to double the capacity of his kiln in 1877
and to increase it again to 150,000 bricks on the Hoffman plan of continu-
ous burning in 1880. He also produced field pipes and drain pipes. The
kiln used one-and-a-half tons of coal a day and Hills purchased bush land
up the Grey River and from which he extracted his own firewood and
timber. This area is still known as Hills's Bush. The business operated
under the name North Canterbury Brick, Tile and Pottery Company and
Hills took his sons Benjamin and Arthur into partnership with him. Arthur
Hills ran it after his death but the Company was eventually bought by
Wigram Brothers of Christchurch. Many early buildings in North Canter-
bury were constructed with Thomas Hills's bricks and these may be identif-
ied by his brand, T.H., which was moulded into the frog of the brick.8

THE TOWN AND THE COUNTY

Over these early years Rangiora never produced any politicians of its own,
at provincial or at national level. As part of the Kaiapoi electorate it had
looked first to Josiah Birch of Kaiapoi, John Evans Brown of Swannanoa
and T. W. Maude to put its pleas before the Provincial Council while

8A typescript study of the kiln and the Hills family, 'Thomas Hills, A Brickmaker, Rangiora.'
by Dennis Hills, Rangiora Museum.
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a number of prominent Canterbury men who had no interest in the place,
Isaac Cookson, Robert Wilkin, Joseph Beswick and John Studholme had
been its members in the General Assembly since 1861. William Reeves
had become prominent only after he had left Rangiora and Henry Blackett,
when he was pressed to stand for the Rangiora seat on the Provincial
Council in 1875, declined nomination. During the early eighteen-seventies,
when so much was happening, the Kaiapoi electorate was represented in
Parliament by John Studholme. Studholme, a member of the Waimate
runholding family, played a passive role in the events of those years and
it was left to J. E. Brown, who was also Member of Parliament for Ashley
from 1871 to 1879, to carry Rangiora's banner, which he did with vigour
and success. The town was also grateful to T. W. Maude who won Brown's
provincial seat in 1872 and who was instrumental in having the planned
Oxford branch railway taken out of the main street.

The abolition of Provincial Government first became a live issue in North
Canterbury in January 1875 when C. C. Bowen, an abolitionist, fought
Joseph Beswick, who favoured a modified provincial system, for
Studholme's recently-vacated Parliamentary seat. Bowen won the two
booths, Kaiapoi and Rangiora, by 294 votes to 192.9 Rangiora also indi-
cated its preference for abolition at a public meeting in August 1875 and
then at the end of the year, when the issue was put once more before
the people, Bowen again routed Beswick. Bowen was very popular in
Rangiora and had been in the district, as he once said, — 'When there
had been nothing but ducks to be seen about', while Beswick, a prominent
Kaiapoi businessman had managed to gather up the Woodend-Kaiapoi-
Eyreton vote. But Bowen's overwhelming majority in Rangiora carried the
day in what was more a contest between Rangiora and Kaiapoi than a
test of opinion on the constitution.

Rangiora's attitude was coloured by its experiences at the hands of the
Provincial Government; by what it considered to be years of non-
recognition, its long fight for a station on the northern railway and its
continuing failure to become a borough. All these set-backs it attributed
to an unsympathetic provincial administration. There was some pro-
provincial sentiment north of the Waimakariri and its voice was R. L.
Higgins of Cust, a rabid provincialist, who tried to organise a petition from
Oxford and Cust to prevent abolition proceeding. But, as Dilnott Sladden
said at a political meeting at Oxford, where would Oxford have been with-
out Vogel's public works policy. Indeed, where would the other northern
settlements have been without that injection of money, immigrants and
constructive works. Rangiora, therefore, refused to look back with Higgins
and, instead, saw the new Government's proposed twin acts of 1876, the

'Canterbury Times 9, 23 Jan 1875.
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Counties Act and Municipal Corporations Act, as the more promising blue-
prints for its future local administration.

The voting for abolition was followed by discussions on more specific
systems of local government and here the attitudes of Rangiora and of
its country neighbours began to diverge. One of the suggested substitutes
was the division of Canterbury into two counties, another, three, with a
northern county between the Rakaia and the Hurunui. A special meeting
was called at Amberley by Alexander McDonald, chairman of the Kowai
Road Board, to discuss the proposed systems, the problem being to find
administrative units which were big enough and strong enough to take
on large projects yet small enough to ensure that local areas got their share
of money and works.1

The Rangiora contingent at Amberley included Henry Blackett, John
Macfarlane and Hugh Boyd. Blackett proposed that a northern county
should have the Waimakariri as its southern boundary and extend as far
north as the Hurunui or even the Waiau. Rangiora did not wish to be
part of a large county with Christchurch in it because all the disadvantages
of provincialism would then still be there. Nor did it want a number of
smaller counties because this could lead to a parochial grouping of some
to the disadvantage of the others. Arguing that the north had never received
its just share of the land fund and that in a county extending south of
the Waimakariri the north would be out-voted, Blackett persuaded the
Amberley meeting to approve his northern county boundaries and to rec-
ommend them to the General Assembly.

In the end Canterbury was divided into six counties, one of them being
Blackett's Waimakariri-Hurunui county which was named Ashley. Its mem-
bers were elected on 22 December 1876 and the Mandeville and Rangiora
District representatives on it were Henry Blackett and John Macfarlane.
The others were J. R. Pearson (Oxford), R. L. Higgins (Cust), W. C. Fendall
(Kowai), J. A. Cunningham (Mt Thomas), M. Dixon (West Eyreton), Isaac
Wilson (Eyreton) and H. P. Lance (Waipara).

The new county council contained only two men, Blackett and Mac-
farlane, who were willing to see the new system work while Higgins was
just as dedicated to its destruction. The others wavered between these two
poles, some willing to make the best of an exercise they didn't really support
while the rest couldn't raise any enthusiasm for a new body which was
expected to take over the work their road boards were already doing. Nor
was there a physical unity within the county. The boundaries enclosed
nearly a million acres but only nine thousand people. There was a big
contrast between the closely-packed farms around Rangiora and the thinly-
pebpled sheep runs of the Ashley-Waikari-Hurunui country while Pearson's
Oxford riding and Lance's Waipara district were separated by the Wake-

lLyttelton Times 12 Sep 1876
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field Range. The new councillors were all rural road board politicians who
believed that their boards had coped, and could continue to cope, with
the demands of development.

Macfarlane was an unashamed abolitionist and at the first meeting of
the Ashley County Council he compared the new county to an English
shire with its shire-council. This concept, and the fact that there were plenty
of projects, especially river protection and bridging, which could have at-
tracted their interest failed to move its members and after avoiding doing
anything that would commit them the majority sided up against the two
Rangiora men and refused to adopt those sections of the Act which con-
cerned paid officers and finance.2

Macfarlane's comparison of the new county with the English shire was
supported by Blackett who had himself come from the county town of
Durham. The county towns, the ancient administrative and market centres
of the English shires, were still places of considerable importance and it
would seem that Blackett and Macfarlane had such a future in mind for
Rangiora. Already the headquarters of the Mandeville and Rangiora Road
Board, a railway junction, and an important market town, and possessing
a number of mills and rural industries, Rangiora could, they believed, be-
come a county town similar to the English kind.

As it was, the majority expressed their hostility towards the county system
by refusing to adopt important sections of the Counties Act, thereby deny-
ing North Canterbury full county government. H. P. Lance was elected
chairman and the council met on occasions in Rangiora to disburse various
moneys — cemetery grants for example, but it steadfastly refused to involve
itself in any public works or development which could be handled by a
road board. On the face of it the road boards were already experienced
in the work the county was expected to do but in fact some of them had
difficult roading, bridging and river protection works which they would
ultimately have to undertake and which they could not finance. In spite
of this the Ashley County remained inoperative until 1912 and, as a result,
the Mandeville and Rangiora Road Board spent the late eighteen-seventies
backing away from projects around Rangiora which were technically and
financially beyond it.

THE PROBLEMS OF THE MANDEVILLE AND RANGIORA ROAD BOARD

The small storm which blew up over the Mandeville and Rangiora Road
Board's involvement in the opening of the new Percival road in Rangiora
late in 1873 was but a prelude to more widespread controversies which
were to make life difficult for the Board during the remainder of the 'seven-
ties. The growth of the local rural population put it under increasing press-

Mbid 5 Jan. 9 Mar, 28 Mar 1877.
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ure and every new year brought demands for an engineering expertise
which it had difficulty furnishing. In fact, while the Superintendent's office
was considering the Rangiora complaint, in August 1873, the Cust flooded
badly, flowing in several streams down into the Tuahiwi-Flaxton basin
causing considerable damage to the new railway line.

This flood again demonstrated the failure of the Mandeville and Rangi-
ora Swamp drainage system which was begun by the Provincial Govern-
ment and extended by the Road Board during the eighteen-sixties. At the
heart of the problem was the inability of the tweny-one foot wide main
drain to carry surplus water from the Cust at critical times down to the
Waimakariri; rather it allowed floodwater to flow freely across country
and to pond against the new railway embankment. The situation was aggra-
vated by water from the south branch of the Waimakariri taking the north
branch and being backed up by the tide into the swamp. As a result the
countryside below Rangiora was changing from flax, bullrush and toi-toi
wet-land to cleared fields which were frequently submerged beneath a lake
of muddy water. New pastures were being ruined and seed beds and crops
washed out while even along the margins of the swamp, from Woodend
up to Fernside and across to Eyreton, .farming could still be risky.

To cope with this increasingly destructive flooding the Road Board de-
cided to form a special drainage district with its own board of conservators
and rating powers and to widen the main drain to fifty feet and divert
the Cust into it. The Mandeville and Rangiora Drainage District was gazet-
ted in June 1873 under the Canterbury Rivers Act of 1870 and Henry
Blackett was elected chairman of the first board of conservators. Its other
members were Charles Duncan, James Guild, Charles Young and Edward
Mulcock, all swamp landowners. In May 1874 a public meeting at Flaxton,
the centre of the district, unanimously condemned the whole scheme,
mainly, it seems, because of the extra rates and because Blackett and his
fellow road board conspirators had never fully consulted the ratepayers
about diverting the Cust. This meeting despatched a deputation led by
Philip Threlkeld to see the Superintendent but Rolleston found no reason
for upsetting the decisions of the Board.3

The flooding continued and work began in 1874 on the widening of
the drains. A strip of heavy country about seven miles long and three
miles wide was to be made safely productive and an old decrepit and
useless wooden bridge over the drain at the Flaxton church was replaced
by a new one. But in spite of the very worthy object of the Board of
Conservators' work in the basin a number of Ohoka and Flaxton settlers
still did not give up their opposition to it. The diversion of the Cust was
seen to be dangerous and indeed this river was soon to test the new system.
With somewhere to go at last the Cust poured a high flood down the

^Lynehon Times, 12 Jul 1873, 1 Jun 1874.
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drain in 1875 and found the channel and its banks wanting. Flowing across
Inglewood it gave Threlkeld the opportunity to take the Mandeville and
Rangiora Road Board to court in October 1875 to test the legality of all
that body's activities in the swamp under the Rivers Act. The court found
for the Road Board.

It was a long time before the land to the south of Rangiora was dry
enough and safe enough to farm and there were still occasional disasters.
Culverts had to be put through the railway embankment and floodgates
installed and there was a plan to take the Cust across to the Ashley from
Springbank but the Road Board did not have the resources to attempt
it.

By the end of 1877 the Mandeville and Rangiora Road Board had be-
come involved in two further matters with which it could not cope, one
which it would rather have avoided and a law suit. All concerned Rangiora
to some degree and there was increasing speculation that the township
might soon become a borough. If this was so then the road district would
lose population and income and would be weakened.

Many of the Road Board's troubles in the late 'seventies were caused
by the Ashley. After flowing gently from its gorge near Oxford the Ashley
meandered for part of its twenty mile course to the sea between terraced
banks and the territories of five road boards. Near Rangiora the terraces
levelled out into flat and when it was swollen by southerly rains the river
wandered about unfettered and neighbouring farmers began to lose fields,
fences and tracks and the road boards found their fords, approaches and
bank-side roads being washed away. In December 1874 the river threatened
the Ashley School so that it had to be moved and the Tippings' house
near Waikuku was washed away. In the years that followed the small plain
on the Kowai side below Sefton was inundated several times and the ap-
proaches to the North Road bridge were often washed out. Built low over
the shingle the first Waikuku cart bridge was replaced by another with
the same fatal fault and by 1877 the road was being constantly blocked
there, farmland was being washed away and the course of the river was
changing.

The Waimakariri, because of its great curved sweep towards Christchurch
and the greater trouble it had caused, was closely watched by its own
Board of Conservators. The Ashley was nobody's responsibility. The Ashley
County Council refused to consider it so the Government asked the Man-
deville and Rangiora Road Board to undertake protective works. All the
board could do was to patch up" the approaches to the bridge scoop out
a shallow channel down the middle of the bed at Waikuku and hope that
the river would take it and stay there.

The second major problem facing the Mandeville and Rangiora Road
Board in the years 1877-8 was the need for a dray bridge over the Ashley
at Rangiora. The railway bridge, which had been opened in April 1875,
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had been designed by someone who evidently believed that the river was
always benign or mostly dry and posed no obstacle to dray traffic. This
bridge was therefore unable to take carts, coaches and stock as the Rakaia
and other bridges in South Canterbury were constructed to do. Because
it had taken so long to build, and because the settlers on the northern
side were so pleased to see their isolation finally breached, the conse-
quences of this oversight were not immediately seen. There were two fords
across the river at Rangiora, Cone's Ford on the road to Ashley Bank
and Free's Ford, leading to the Makerikeri and the Loburn district. They
were often washed out and the north bank isolated. Peter Fawcett and
William Cone who lived near Cone's Ford were being constantly called
out to help people in difficulty. Doctors couldn't get to patients, stock was
marooned on the wrong bank, farmers visiting the Rangiora sales and shops
got stranded there and there were accidents with drays and horses. It was
said that sixteen people had been drowned in this stretch of the Ashley
over the years and there was a growing demand for a dray bridge, particu-
larly from the Loburn settlers.

Loburn and the Okuku district were more affected by the lack of a bridge
and the first initiative came from J. A. Cunningham, chairman of the Ash-
ley Road Board. The first rough estimates put the cost well beyond the
resources of that body, the Mandeville and Rangiora and the Kowai Road
Boards too, unless they acted together. The Ashley County Council stood
off and refused to become involved while talk of Rangiora becoming an
autonomous borough raised the question as to whether that town ought
not to contribute a share of the cost also. After all, the proposed bridge
must be located at Rangiora, thereby improving access to the town's shops
and markets. A public meeting was held in October 1877 at Flynn's hotel,
Ashley, but the only idea to come out of it was that an approach should
be made to the Government. The Government responded by sending an
engineer to inspect the railway bridge to see if a supplementary carriage-
way couldn't be constructed on to one side of it. The Mandeville and Rangi-
ora Road Board, in the meantime, had a plan to plank it so that it could
be used by both the railway and cart traffic. Neither proposition was seen
to be feasible and so by the end of 1877 there the matter rested.

The third issue pressing itself on the Road Board at this time and one
which it would rather have swept under the carpet was the need to improve
the navigation of the river at Kaiapoi. The opening of the railway had
dealt a crippling blow to the Kaiapoi shipping trade but had by no means
extinguished it altogether. There was still an inward flow of coal and timber
across the wharves and a small seasonal export of grain, wool and produce.
In the middle of 1877 the Government raised railway passenger fares and
freight rates substantially and the Waimakariri Harbour Board found that
the shipping trade through Kaiapoi had suddenly become more economic.
The Board set out to capitalise on the antipathy towards the railway and
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it decided to purchase a small dredge to deepen the channel.
The Kaiapoi Borough Council refused to carry the whole cost of the

dredge claiming that if the port belonged to anybody it belonged to Rangi-
ora. It was far more important to, and was used far more by the Rangiora
district farmers than Kaiapoi. Furthermore, the silting up of the channel
which was seriously restricting the use of the river was attributed to the
new drainage system which herring-boned the swamp between Rangiora
and Kaiapoi and which emptied out into the river above the town. It was
Kaiapoi's view that if the Rangiora farmers still wanted to use the port
then they should pay the cost of maintaining it.

The Waimakariri Harbour Board went cap in hand to the road boards,
R. Coup and G. H. Wearing explaining its case at a number of public
meetings beyond Kaiapoi. But the Mandeville and Rangiora Road Board
was having its own differences with Kaiapoi. Not only had they been in
dispute over the quantity of swamp water which was being drained out
through the town but they also had conflicting ideas about flood protection
along the river. The Board considered the Waimakariri to be a potential
bottomless pit for ratepayers funds and would rather not have anything
to do with it. It had recently made a new road through the swamps and
sandhills to the beach and river mouth at Kairaki and was frequently in
dispute with Kaiapoi over the maintenance of it, the people of that town
appearing to be its sole users. When the dredge approach was made the
Road Board astutely placed Coup and Wearing on the stage of the Institute
Hall where they had to face a public meeting called to decide on borough
status for Rangiora. Rangiora was not to be persuaded that it owned a
port on the Waimakariri or that it should be responsible in any way for
such a facility and it refused to subscribe a solitary penny.

With problems enough cropping up around Rangiora the Mandeville
and Rangiora Road Board had been waiting for the decision of a magistrate
on a dispute in the township itself. It had confidently expected to win
a case it had brought against a man who, throughout the winter, was con-
stantly blocking one of its drains. It lost.

When Charles Torlesse surveyed the road line past Rangiora Bush to
Harewood Forest in January 1851 he kept it away from the wood by the
length of a rural section and he probably took little notice of an almost
indiscernable dry gully which snaked across his path. Now, twenty-six years
later, it was a considerable nuisance. This old, shallow watercourse began
on Jonathan Bell's farm on the West Belt and wound along-side and across
the main street of the town from end to end. It passed through most gardens
and close to the back of many houses and shops on the north side and
then crossed the street obliquely from the Junction Hotel to the Colonial
Bank on the corner of Market Street by way of a culvert. This culvert
could carry only half the volume of the gully when it flooded. The gully
gradually filled with rubbish and filth of all kinds and when it rained
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this mess was washed along the road and distributed among the doorways
of shops and cottages. Something had to be done about it for it had been
a source of friction between the town and the Road Board for some time.

The Road Board dug a small ditch to straighten the gully behind the
Red Lion Hotel and to improve the flow of surface water from Ivory's
Road but the licensee of the hotel, James Bassingthwaite, objected and
blocked the opened drain with a heap of rubbish and manure. The board's
workmen re-opened the gully but Bassingthwaite blocked it again. Claim-
ing that it had the power to clean drains and natural water-courses the
board took Bassingthwaite to court but the magistrate favoured the prop-
erty owner.4 In a decision which was considered to be important to all
road boards it was laid down that a road board had no right to enter
a garden to cut a drain even though that drain was an old water-course.

The Bassingthwaite case embarrassed the Road Board. It was being con-
stantly criticised for not doing enough work in Rangiora and yet it was
now prevented by law from making an effective attack on one of the town's
most pressing problems - the poor drainage of the main shopping street.
There were those, too, who lived on the outskirts of the town who
complained that the new access roads were roads in name and on paper
only; they just dwindled away into muddy cart tracks and narrow paths.
The country farmers seemed to get their roads shingled fairly readily while
the town waited in vain for a few formed footpaths. The helplessness of
the Road Board in the Bassingthwaite affair was the last straw. It was
time again for Rangiora to take up the matter of independent borough
status.

4 Weekly Press 22 Sep 1877
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